Abstract

The first section of this paper addresses contextualization and scripture, suggesting the value of hearing texts from multiple cultural settings. The latter section offers two concrete examples where many majority world readings could help western readers to hear biblical texts more sympathetically and in ways closer to what the first audiences would have heard. In both sections, the two groups participating in the interdisciplinary colloquium—biblical studies and intercultural studies—are invited to learn from one another.
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Part I: Contextualization and Scripture

N. T. Wright, one of the most creative and prolific NT theologians of our generation, has argued that Mark 13 “is advice ‘more useful to a refugee from military invasion than to a man caught unawares by the last trumpet.’” While this verdict is certainly true of part of the passage, I asked my wife, who was a refugee for 18 months, about Mark 13:24-27. She replied that it sounded to her instead like “the end of the world,” and noted that that was how people in Congo-Brazzaville read the passage whether they are refugees or not.

In terms of how we read Scripture, let us begin by offering two scenarios:

A. Let us say that one of you goes as a missionary to Katsina, Nigeria and requires any new convert who is polygynous to divorce his second wife, in a culture where divorce has rarely been known. The second wife is then excluded from church membership because she is divorced; she also lacks means of support unless, if she is willing, she sells her body. Her children grow up loathing Christianity. You base your decision on “husband of one wife” in 1 Timothy 3:2. You are unaware that Ephesus, the city addressed in this letter, did not practice polygamy and the text probably instead refers to faithfulness to one’s marriage.

B. Tim Tennent dialogues with a Hindu in Uttar Pradesh, India, who has read the Gospel of John. The Hindu says, Jesus talked about being reborn; Jesus thus affirms reincarnation. Jesus uses language familiar from his ancient Jewish context to make a point for Nicodemus, but the Hindu does not know about this. Who is Tim Tennent to tell the Hindu that he has misinterpreted the Gospel of John? (Besides being my boss, I mean!)

What role should receptor contexts play in how we practice texts? What role should original contexts play in how we understand and communicate them?
1. Introduction: Scripture and Context

Culture makes a difference in communication. Examples could be multiplied, but a particularly conspicuous one for my wife and myself comes in how we express love. In my culture, when a husband says to his wife, “I love you,” she typically responds, “I love you too.” But my wife Médine is from central Africa, and when I would say, “Je t’aime,” instead of responding, “Je t’aime, moi aussi”—“I love you too”—she would respond, “Merci”—“Thank you.” So early in our marriage I often walked around downcast, thinking that my wife did not love me. She, meanwhile, could not understand what was wrong with me. Finally another intercultural couple mentioned the same dynamic in their marriage, and we were able to understand better the cultural element. In her culture, the typical response is gratitude rather than reciprocity.

-Scripture as a cross-cultural canon

Intercultural communication has complications, but hearing the messages of Scripture involves an additional cultural complication: what relevance theory calls “secondary communication.” When my wife and I communicate, we can clarify our meaning through discussion—this is sometimes called negotiating meaning. If we are simply reading a report from another culture with which we are unfamiliar, however, the words are translated, but the idioms, the literary forms, and so forth are not.

In secondary communication, the cultures of the receiver and the current communicator still matter. If we genuinely care to understand what the original communication was meant to communicate, however, we also need some understanding of the cultural context of the original communication. If the Scriptures are not just a decoration and prop for what we want to say, but themselves hold special authority for us, we want to hear what God inspired their authors to say. Yet these authors wrote in particular languages, cultures, and circumstances. This observation should highlight the importance of both disciplines gathered at this colloquium—biblical studies and intercultural studies. Each discipline works at different ends of the communication spectrum, but both are needed—and communication with each other is needed.

Cultural sensitivity in reading Scripture offers a foundation for believers across cultures, offering a common functional basis or canon for intercultural dialogue; it is a natural component of the same approach that invites us to listen to one another interculturally. As Christians, we share a common basis for conversation in the received canonical text. That text did not originate in a cultural vacuum,
but in a concrete linguistic, cultural and historical setting that may be explored. The Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek words and even letters are unintelligible markings when extracted from the particular linguistic settings in which they originated. Relevance theory, grounded in cognitive linguistics, approaches texts in terms of communications, taking into account the cultural assumptions that inform them. Part of our transcultural goal should be listening honestly to the texts. The more effectively that we hear texts in their first contexts, the greater the confidence with which we may recontextualize the principles for other settings, and the greater our shared basis for dialoguing about what the texts say to us today.

**-Insights on Scripture from diverse cultures-**

Yet we also will hear the text more clearly when we listen to one another, because Christians in some cultures will intuitively hear customs and concepts in particular passages in ways closer to the original context. Even widespread customs such as brideprice or dowry, levirate marriage and so forth differ from one culture to another. Although a Ghanaian Christian may intuitively understand such customs better than a Westerner, she may still envision them somewhat differently than the way the biblical writers anticipated their first audiences understanding them.

We intuitively interpret people’s actions or sayings in light of our broader knowledge or cultural assumptions; interpreters from other cultures provide alternative possibilities for understanding. Sometimes one culture’s or interpreter’s reading explains the text more satisfactorily than another’s; sometimes the diverse interpretive options drive us to explore more deeply the original cultural context, or simply serve to make us more cautious about our *a priori*, especially when we lack means to reconstruct some details beyond the text.

Often alternative frameworks prove more accurate than those we started with, a situation that also appears within some biblical narratives. Why is it that bicultural Hellenist believers such as Stephen (theologically) and Philip (practically; Acts 6—8) were able to begin bridging cultural gaps before the Jerusalem apostles did? The apostles were the ones whom Jesus directly instructed to bring the good news to “the ends of the earth” (1:8), but initially they may have expected it to spread indirectly or by a sovereign miracle while they continued to work in Jerusalem. Yet once Peter and John witnessed and supported Philip’s success in Samaria, they also began preaching in Samaritan villages (8:25). Is it possible that cultural lenses influenced who first understood Jesus’s instructions most clearly?

Teachings about justice and sacrificial care for the poor constitute such a significant proportion of the Bible that they may be deemed among the Bible’s most common themes. Liberation theologians picked up on such important themes that
traditional Western systematic theology, for all its value, had typically neglected as a topic of disciplined study. If we make hamartiology a theological rubric, concerns about whether gluttony is a venial sin or whether street children in Brazil are abused represent different yet genuine contexts. I confess that being very hungry as an unpaid young pastor did affect my hermeneutical grid, but I think that experience highlighted for me a biblical emphasis (one that I already recognized in principle) rather than creating a bias analogous to that of those who have never experienced hunger.

-Cross-cultural communication within Scripture: A case study

Even within the Bible itself, cross-cultural communication could prove complicated. Thus when Jesus talks with the Samaritan woman in John 4, their conversation presupposes an undercurrent of hostility between Jews and Samaritans that John’s audience probably took for granted. Jesus crosses three social barriers to communicate with this woman. First, in Jesus’ culture, conservative opinion frowned on men talking alone with women who were not relatives. If anyone is tempted to doubt that this custom affected someone in the narrative, one need only recall the report of 4:27: Jesus’s own disciples were amazed that he was “conversing with a woman.” Of course, Jesus also transforms this situation, since in 4:29 she ends up inviting all her people to Jesus with virtually the same words (“Come and see”) through which Philip earlier invited Nathanael in 1:46. That is, she becomes a witness for Jesus at an even more dramatic level—this in spite of the fact that women’s testimony was usually demeaned in the wider culture.

Second, both Jews and Samaritans agreed that upright people should avoid unnecessary contact with those known to be immoral. Jesus reaches across those barriers in the other Gospels, and he probably does so here as well. Granted, this woman could have been widowed five times and living with her brother (4:18), but this would not explain why she comes to the well alone, whereas village women normally came to wells together. Moreover, she specifically comes at the sixth hour (4:6)—noon—when, throughout ancient Mediterranean literature, people stopped work and rested in the shade, often even taking siestas. She comes at the very time when no one else would come, probably because she was not welcome among the other women. That this woman must come alone to the well at the hottest hour of the day (4:6), instead of coming with the other village women, shows that she was unwelcome among the other women.

In cross-cultural settings, actions intended one way can easily be misconstrued. When Jesus tells the woman to “call” her husband (a term earlier
used, again, for Philip calling Nathanael, 1:48), she replies, “I do not have a husband” (4:16-17). Today we could read this response in various ways, but the reply may have struck John’s first audience less subtly. In Jesus’s milieu, people sometimes sought marital or sexual partners at wells; the biblically informed would think of encounters with Rebekah, Rachel, and Zipporah (Gen 24:13-15; 29:10; Exod 2:15-21). But if the woman suspects that Jesus’s intentions are sexual or conjugal, his elaboration of her own domestic situation (John 4:18) clarifies his interest, and she recognizes that he is God’s prophet (4:19).

The third barrier is the explicitly ethnic one. As John 4:9 puts it simply, “Jews do not associate with Samaritans.” Jewish teachers considered Jewish women unclean one week per month—but Samaritan women unclean every week of every month since infancy. It is therefore no wonder she is surprised by his request for a drink from her vessel; it violated Jewish tradition.

And yet the woman herself also ventures beyond Samaritan tradition here. At least if our later sources are accurate, Samaritans did not believe in prophets between Moses and the future restorer who would be like Moses. That is why, once she acknowledges Jesus as a prophet in 4:19, she immediately shifts into what might seem to us a different subject. “Our ancestors worshiped on Mount Gerizim here—but you Jews say that Jerusalem is the only right place of worship” (4:20). If he is a prophet, Jews are right and Samaritans are wrong. Yet ever since Samaritans desecrated the Jerusalem temple, they were unwelcome there; there was therefore no hope for her or her people. Her use of past tense for their ancestral place of worship is also deliberate, evoking the history of division between them: Jews had destroyed the Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim more than a century earlier. Jesus goes on to transcend this ethnic division by speaking of a greater place for worship than Jerusalem or Mount Gerizim: in Spirit and in truth (4:22-24).

Culture as well as language is encoded in this text, and if we have only a translation without the cultural context, we will miss some of the meaning. Cues in the narrative signaled this meaning for its first audience, but some of the meaning could be left implicit because certain information could be simply assumed as shared between the author and the audience. (Returning again to relevance theory: communication often takes the simplest forms by leaving unsaid elements that those involved in the communication can take for granted.) This happens elsewhere in Scripture as well. Mark, for example, explains a Jewish custom in Mark 7:3-4. When Matthew retells the same story in Matt 15:1-2, he omits the explanation because Matthew’s Jewish Christian audience would not need it. How often does the Bible leave cultural matters unexplained because its first audiences did not need these explanations, but we today do?
When I asked my missiology colleague at my former seminary, Samuel Escobar, where biblical studies could be helpful for missiology, he suggested that biblical scholars could help to define the boundaries between contextualization and syncretism. Because the entire Bible has a cultural context, the entire Bible offers us models for non-syncretistic contextualization.

Those of us who embrace Scripture as divine revelation must recognize that God communicated cross-culturally. All communication has a cultural context; no one communicates or hears in a cultural vacuum. Insofar as we wish to hear the Bible as communication, then, we need to take into account its cultural context.

The Bible provides countless examples of God identifying with cultures—sometimes down to the terms used for various kinds of sacrifices; literary forms used for oracles; or Proverbs, Jesus, and Paul using rhetorical forms of contemporary sages. Yet it also provides countless examples of God challenging culture, for instance in warnings against deity statues.

God went further in relating to local cultures than many of us today are willing to do. In many cases God used forms that resembled forms used in the religious practices of Israel’s neighbors, while infusing those forms with new meanings.

Although some of the Bible’s examples represent limited cultural accommodation short of God’s ideal (cf. Mark 10:5: “because of the hardness of your hearts”), others represent translation into the language and images intelligible in the host culture. For example, the Tabernacle adapts the tripartite design standard in Egyptian and some Canaanite temples. Similarly, like most ancient Near Eastern temples the Tabernacle has a sacred object in the innermost shrine. Tent shrines were also part of their milieu. The use of the most expensive dyes and metals nearest the ark may reflect a wider understanding of the gradation of holiness. Such features would help Israelites—whom the Egyptians may have employed in temple construction—better relate to the Tabernacle as a temple.

Nevertheless, these cultural analogies heighten the significance of the explicit contrasts: for example, no bed for the deity, because neither slumbers nor sleeps (Ps 121:4). Indeed, most strikingly, the climax of other ancient temples was the image of the deity, but no image is enthroned above the ark’s cherubim. The Lord reminds his people that they must have no images and other gods in his sight (Exod 20:3-5). Elements of culture can be helpful or harmful; good contextualization avoids syncretism.

The cross-cultural strategies of God’s servants in Scripture can provide even more explicit models for contextualization. In seeking to win as many people...
as possible, Paul says that he became all things to all people (1 Cor 9:19-23).\(^32\) Paul preaches from Scripture in a synagogue (Acts 13:16-41), from nature in a farming community (14:15-17), and from Greek poets and philosophic themes that intersected biblical theology in Athens (17:22-31).\(^33\) In his Gentile mission, Paul befriended Asiarchs, many of who would have participated in some aspects of public pagan religion (Acts 19:31).\(^34\) Likewise, reaffirming his solidarity with Israel’s heritage (but not their ethnocentrism) he offered sacrifice in the Jerusalem temple (Acts 21:24-26).\(^35\) Paul’s letters abound with sensitivity to local or cultural situations. For example, he affirms hair coverings, which to at least lower class persons in the Eastern Mediterranean represented sexual modesty.\(^36\) Although most Christians today would recognize that Paul contextualized the principle helpfully for his setting, most of us would also feel comfortable expressing sexual modesty in different ways for very different cultures.

- Recontextualization for a new context in Scripture

Recontextualization was practiced already within Scripture. For example, NT writers recontextualized OT images for new settings. Thus Revelation adapts oracles against literal Babylon (e.g., Isa 21:9; 47:7-9; Jer 51:6-14) to apply them to Rome (Rev 18:2-8). This transference was logical because for Jewish people Rome constituted the Babylon-type empire of its day—what Jewish interpreters of the day construed as Babylon’s ultimate successor among Daniel’s four kingdoms (Dan 2:37-45; 7:3-14).\(^37\) Some Jewish thinkers depicted Rome as a new Babylon,\(^38\) since it had destroyed the temple and enslaved God’s people like Babylon of old; people also regularly referred to Rome as a city on seven hills or mountains (Rev 17:9),\(^39\) saw it as the city that ruled the kings of the earth (17:18),\(^40\) the city that traded in the merchandise listed in Rev 18:12-13,\(^41\) and so forth. Because Revelation’s beast, however, blends all four of Daniel’s beasts (Dan 7:3-14; Rev 13:1-7), it seems clear that John did not expect Rome to exhaust the image’s significance. The spirit of evil empire outlived Rome—though it is ultimately as doomed as were Babylon and Rome.

Similarly, Paul applies the figure of Eve to some women in 1 Tim 2:13-14 but to the Corinthian church in 2 Cor 11:3. In 1 Tim 5:14, women ideally rule the domestic sphere, as in Greek ideals appropriate in Ephesus; in various OT passages, however, they sometimes work outside the home (Gen 29:9; Prov 31:16, 24; Song 1:6).\(^42\)
2. Needing Other Cultures’ Input

In seeking to distinguish the permanent message of Scripture from its concrete cultural applications to its original audience, many Christians are often tempted to resort merely to our own assumptions, which are often culturally informed. Western churches and denominations often even divide today over which issues are cultural and which are transcultural, although all texts, whatever transcultural points they communicate, are communicated in culturally and linguistically specific ways.

The need for contextualization

Principles applied one way in biblical cultures may be expressed in different ways in different contexts. How many of us follow biblical building codes? Deuteronomy 22:8 requires a parapet or rim around the roof lest we incur bloodguilt. Israelites could perform various activities on their flat roofs and thus were required to have protection against someone falling off and getting hurt or dying. Most of us today spend little time on our roofs, but the principle of caring for our neighbors’ safety and following safety protocols remains.

Relating Scripture to target cultures, including our own, should also enable us to hear its message all the more graphically—hence not only its message of comfort, but sometimes also its offense. Thus, for example, so long as we do not understand the status expectations influential members of the Corinthian church faced from their peers, we can dismiss their spiritual immaturity easily. When we understand their situation better and find analogous situations in our own settings today, however, we cannot so easily evade the text’s challenges to our own prejudices and behavior.

Bad Contextualizations

In the opening scenarios, some of you may have differed concerning what the missionary should have done, but probably most of you agreed that the Hindu reader of John’s Gospel missed the Gospel’s point. Counter readings of texts by reading them in the wrong context create a new problem. Reading Scripture in the way that they had learned, Paul’s rivals in Galatia mixed their own culture up with the gospel. When they went so far as to impose this mixture on believers in another culture, Paul resisted their approach as heretical.

Years ago I was involved with a Messianic Jewish congregation where believers danced and the men wore kippahs. Some Gentile critics complained, “You shouldn’t dance at all, much less dance the horah! Keeping Jewish customs is going
back to the law, just like the Judaizers in Galatia did!” My reply was that the problem in Galatia wasn’t that someone was Jewish—after all, so was Paul—but that they were imposing their customs on a different culture—just like these Gentile critics were doing. “You’re imposing your own customs on others,” I explained to our critics. “It doesn’t make it any better just because yours aren’t in the Bible.”

Those of you who know missions history know that bad contextualizations have been rife. For example, nineteenth-century western missionaries tried to impose a covering for women’s breasts in one culture; by ignoring the covering’s function as a status marker they provoked social unrest. Elsewhere the same missionary concern with covering skin deeply wounded the spirits of some Christians using a culturally indigenous way to express their faith.

-Culture shapes what we think is cultural

These questions can arise in any culture. When I was teaching a course at the University of Jos in Plateau State, Nigeria, some students believed that the Bible commands women in all cultures to wear head coverings in church. Yet they laughed when I asked why none of them had greeted me with a holy kiss, commanded even more often in the Bible (Rom 16:16; 1 Cor 16:20; 2 Cor 13:12; 1 Thess 5:26; 1 Pet 5:14).

Kisses did not function as a form of greeting in their culture, whereas head coverings functioned as markers of gender and modesty in their culture. As we explored the issues of sexual modesty, ostentation and class conflict in the text, however, most students recognized that the principles in the text went far beyond head coverings. Wearing head coverings was appropriate in their setting, but would not function the same way in all settings; some students complained that some other people even used head coverings ostentatiously or to attract cross-gender attention at times.

Some African friends have expressed surprise to learn that their cultures’ traditional customs of bridewealth and family-arranged marriages are more like the Jewish marriage arrangements of Jesus’ day than are expensive church weddings and wedding rings. This insight proved valuable because some African Christians were living together for years while saving money for a church wedding. In this case, western missionaries imported the problematic custom.

Almost everyone today recognizes that at least some texts address local situations. Most Christians, for example, do not set aside money every Sunday to send to the church in Jerusalem (1 Cor 16:1-3). Still fewer have gone to Troas to try to find Paul’s cloak and take it to him (2 Tim 4:13). But texts have cultural and often situational contexts even when the case is not so obvious. As Christians, we
embrace all of Scripture as God's message, but we also must recognize that it is contextualized within languages and cultures. Indeed, the ultimate contextualization is the Word that became flesh as a first-century Galilean Jewish man, in a particularity that could better identify with us in our particularities than could an impossibly generic, cultureless person.

Much of the New Testament simply reinforces the basic message of the apostolic gospel and its ethical implications, contextualizing it for a variety of concrete situations. In so doing, the New Testament writers provide us with models for how to apply their teachings in often quite different concrete situations today, whether in Nigeria, Nepal, Nicaragua, or North America.

- Blind Spots

Many theological interests are contextual; but one generation's theologizing or apologetics can simply become the next generation's tradition. It is often mission and encounter with new cultures that liberate theology from captivity to theologians' cultures. New cultural settings raise new questions that sometimes contribute to important theological insights. This happened in biblical times as well; Scripture probably first speaks of Satan by name, for example, in texts of the Persian period. Whenever the resurrection belief began, it is first articulated most explicitly in the Persian period, when it became a more relevant issue. New situations and interaction with surrounding cultures sometimes raise new questions that open the door for fresh divine answers, answers that sometimes resemble and sometimes resist those of the surrounding culture.

We all have cultural blind spots, and too often we are ready to remove the splinter from someone else's eye before removing the log from our own (Matt 7:3). For example, most North American evangelicals are more inclined to think of syncretism in terms of, say, East Asian ancestor veneration than in terms of worshiping both God and mammon, though Jesus explicitly deemed the latter idolatry (Matt 6:24; Luke 16:13). In our culture, secularism and unbridled consumerism compete with Christian values; monotheism is not supposed to be one God or less.

Similarly, some western Christians quick to criticize allusions from Christians in other cultures to pagan traditions nevertheless tell their children about tooth fairies, an Easter bunny, divinatory traditions about seasonal activity of groundhogs, or recount tales of morally positive witches and wizards. Western Christians who are confident that they can isolate such story worlds from the sphere of faith often do not accord such confidence to mature Christians in other cultures.
This problem is normally most acute for members of a dominant culture. Members of minority cultures have to learn about a majority culture to survive, but members of a dominant culture can live their entire lives without knowing much about minority cultures. For years I tacitly assumed that the Civil Rights Movement had resolved most real race issues in the U.S. until I became part of an African-American circle of friends who trusted me enough to share experiences they faced on an almost daily basis. I became ashamed of my ignorance—my brothers and sisters were experiencing wrongs that I did not believe happened because they were not part of my own experience.

Western Christian critiques of tribalism and ethnic strife in other parts of the world ring hollow to others who observe our own churches’ racial segregation and ideological separation along racial and often cultural lines. One close Nigerian friend studying in the United States was disillusioned when he realized the entrenched racial arrogance in some of the very churches that sent the missionaries who taught his people. He also noted that many of these churches allowed women to do almost any ministry in Africa but almost no ministry in the U.S., because they seemed to view both women and Africans as second-class Christians.

-Prioritizing Texts

Most Christians function with a canon within a canon, prioritizing some texts and teachings above others. Martin Luther’s analogy of faith hermeneutic created a canon within the canon fairly plainly, but various church traditions have functional canons all the time. Messianic Jewish believers thus, for example, rightly call Gentile Christians’ attention to positive texts about the law or the Jewish people that we have historically neglected. Because of traditional Confucian values, Chinese and Korean believers rightly highlight for us westerners the values of honor and respect found in Scripture. In our western individualism, it is easy for us to neglect biblical teachings about honoring parents and those in authority; indeed, it seems almost a North American duty to criticize political leaders even when we voted for them!

At the same time, those of us shaped by the western Jesus revival of the 1970s or by some revolutionary contexts in Latin America may contribute emphases on justice and liberation even when these emphases lead to prophetic challenges to authority. The Confessing Church in Nazi Germany and antiapartheid Christians in South Africa rightly raised such challenges to churches subservient to demonic political ideologies. Too often Christian readings domesticate the Bible in ways acceptable to our own settings, but listening to Christians from different settings helps challenge our hermeneutical blind spots and canons within the
canon. This is true whether the corrections come from studying the history of interpretation (reception history) or from global voices of living churches today. We are the body of Christ, and each member brings needed gifts and insights.

3. Contextualization of Scripture versus cultural imperialism

Listening to other Christians today means listening to the global church. Western academics have long privileged their own readings and approaches and need to be made aware of their blind spots. At the same time, hearing Scripture means that we do not privilege the reading of any one culture. We all do our best to gather around the text and bring our varied readings to the table to learn from one another. Some traditional academic approaches have much to contribute, so long as they become much more culturally sensitive.

-Hearing today’s global church

Today interpretive communities are far more diverse than they were a century ago. As we noted in the introduction to Global Voices, “Many estimate that in 1900 … 16.7 percent of Christians lived in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. By 2010 it was 63.2 percent, and by 2025 it will be nearly 70 percent.” In the past half-century, evangelicals on these continents have multiplied roughly twelve times over, and already represent more than 80 percent of evangelicals in the world, far outnumbering those in the West. Nevertheless, western evangelicals continue to control a majority of evangelical theological education, so as long as this remains the case they must take whatever steps necessary to serve the needs of the larger global church.

Meanwhile, “independent” churches have grown from 1 percent of Christians in 1900 to an estimated one-quarter by 2050. Overlapping with this group at many points, charismatics and Pentecostals by 2050 will likely constitute one-third of Christians and 11 percent of the global population. Addressing the future of global Christianity, Moonjang Lee notes, “The growing churches in the non-Western world are mostly Pentecostal-Charismatic, as seen in the Pentecostal movements in Latin America, Independent Churches in Africa, and Charismatic movements in Asia.” Observing that Christianity is losing its traditional western forms, Lee warns that it will need to fully recover its early charismatic character to survive and flourish.

Mainline historian Robert Bruce Mullin observes that already by the end of the twentieth century, there were “more Pentecostals worldwide” than mainline Protestants. Sociologist Peter Berger contends that Pentecostalism, presumably
in the broad sense, “accounts for something like 80 percent of its [evangelical Protestantism’s] worldwide growth.” Although such claims actually include an amorphous array of groups in their figure, it remains significant that many estimate nearly half a billion charismatics worldwide; a recent article in *IBMR* even estimates 614 million. If such estimates are accurate, the charismatic branch of Christendom is now second in size in Christendom only to Roman Catholicism (with which it overlaps).

As the center of world Christianity has shifted to the Global South, the dominant Christian perspectives in the world have shifted with it. The interests of mid-twentieth-century western biblical scholarship are no longer the issues of most of the global church. The mushrooming church in the majority world is in desperate need of more biblical scholarship, but it must be a biblical scholarship in touch with the genuine issues confronted by the global church. The median Christian today is a young woman with limited education from the Global South, whose interests may well lie more with understanding biblical narrative than with parsing the details of *Formgeschichte*. As much as I appreciate and use historical-critical methods when addressing historical questions, the hegemony of interest in whatever is the latest critical methodology the professor has learned are often taught to students as the best way to do scholarship, and then exported into contexts all over the world where those issues are utterly irrelevant to the lives of the churches. Following R. S. Sugirtharajah, Davina Lopez warns that this approach has itself served as an intellectually colonizing activity.

Keep in mind that I am not referring to simply reading Scripture in its historical context, which we must do if we are to be consistent in genuine cross-cultural listening, as suggested above. The critics remain correct, however, that many of our traditional critical methods were designed to answer questions that prevail or prevailed in particular contexts (e.g., addressed to Enlightenment skepticism). Such questions remain valuable in their appropriate contexts, but other concerns take priority for believers in other contexts. Earlier Chinese church leader Watchman Nee, for example, warned that some western Christians’ theological acumen would benefit them little in his country “if when the need arose you could not cast out a demon.”

Moreover, as noted above, some of those readings are from cultures with values more like those directly addressed in Scripture, and sometimes ask questions more like the questions that the authors of Scripture were directly answering. Thus, for example, when Médine and I during our engagement did devotions in Genesis, I contributed insights on some passages from my limited knowledge of ancient Near Eastern sources. Médine, however, contributed more insights based on her
intuitive grasp of the cultures, especially in the patriarchal narratives. The births that I found so strange in Genesis were in fact not unfamiliar in her culture. Whereas I passed out at the only childbirth I ever witnessed—and that was only from a photograph—Médine had been present for midwifed births. Although the biblical patriarchs were seminomadic, Médine’s experience of rural village culture allowed her to grasp their lifestyle better than I could with my almost exclusively suburban and urban experiences (until I moved to Wilmore).

-Bible teaching and cultural imperialism

Even outsiders who know a culture better than other outsiders come to it with blind spots. Historically many missionaries overcome many of the prejudices of their sending culture to identify with indigenous cultures, such as many Jesuit missionaries in East Asia, William Carey in India or much of Hudson Taylor’s China Inland Mission. At the same time, other missionaries often imposed their culture, most forcefully where they supposed indigenous cultures inferior (such as in much of Africa), and sometimes conquerors introduced forms of Christianity by means of the sword (such as in much of Latin America).

To be sure, the caricatures of some nineteenth-century missions by some modern anthropologists often neglect the fact that nineteenth century anthropologists tended to be at least as racist and culturally imperialistic as other westerners. Even in the heyday of colonialism, European evangelical missionaries to Africa were often the least ethnocentric of the Europeans (even if in some cases that was not saying much). Missionaries who did not come from state churches aligned with colonial authorities also faced frequent opposition from these authorities, as did indigenous Christian movements like that of Prophet Braide in West Africa. Although many western missionaries accepted colonialism, some others fought its evils, including the slave trade, and faced the ridicule of their intellectual contemporaries in Europe who thought race theories had a scientific basis.

Nevertheless, westerners very often conducted missions from a culturally insensitive and even imperialistic standpoint. Such approaches are not unlike Paul’s opponents in Galatia who demanded conformity to the sending culture’s norms for the converts to be fully integrated into the people of God.

-Cultural imperialism and postcolonial readings

Some sorts of texts readily address cultural imperialism, such as texts that provide positive models for mission (e.g., Paul in Acts) or condemn negative models of mission (e.g., Paul’s letter to the Galatians). Postcolonial readings of
The Bible\footnote{76} highlight the presence of the empire,\footnote{77} which is relevant to various biblical texts. Many scholars, for example, see the imperial cult as part of the regular experience of the seven churches of Asia Minor in Revelation.\footnote{78} Some NT language of “peace” may also challenge the hollow Augustan \textit{Pax Romana}.\footnote{79}

Postcolonial approaches vary, but their examination of social power dynamics can be fruitful.\footnote{80} Although some early postcolonial studies did not value studying texts in their ancient context, such neglect is not inherent in postcolonial approaches per se;\footnote{81} certainly social power was regularly an issue in ancient contexts, as both sociological and social-historical approaches often highlight. Neither needs postcolonial approaches to oppose biblical liberationist readings, although again early studies were sometimes used this way.\footnote{82}

At the same time, some scholars have warned uncritical users of the postcolonial label to keep in mind that not all empires are the same; one cannot impose grids from one empire onto another without sensitivity to the differences.\footnote{83} Further, NT scholars’ use of “imperial studies” often needs to acquaint itself better with the diversity even in the Roman imperial cult, with its range of local and generational variation.\footnote{84} A wider concern from a traditional textual perspective, however, may be simply the danger of reading all texts through the same grid.\footnote{85}

Particular postcolonial approaches vary among interpreters, often depending on their differing sociopolitical locations;\footnote{86} thus, for example, some Jewish feminists have complained about many majority world postcolonialists’ appropriation of western anti-Semitism in treating ancient Jews as religious colonizers.\footnote{87} Indeed, in some scholars’ hands, postcolonialism has become another opportunity for an educated elite to speak in the name of an underclass, and sometimes profit in academic status by so speaking, without relinquishing personal privilege or helping the oppressed.\footnote{88}

\textit{-Post-postcolonial readings?}

At the same time, part of the genius of postcolonial approaches is that they embrace readings from diverse social locations. Although the seminal works remain highly influential, as students continue to develop their own approaches for a range of contexts, one might even come to speak of emerging postcolonialisms, and to evaluate each on its own terms. Just as postcolonial approaches rightly challenge the hegemony of traditional western cultural assumptions, their very diversity should welcome voices that diverge from the views of some leading postcolonial thinkers.\footnote{89} That is, majority world biblical scholars should continue to feel free to forge their own ways based on their own convictions and communities
of interpretation, not beholden to anyone else’s consensus, including that of groups within the academy.90

Not everything done in the name of global readings truly involves cross-cultural listening. Some interpreters have created almost uniform interpretive grids through which they then filter all texts, often forcing awkward texts to serve incompatible political agendas just as earlier colonial readings often did (whether by forced readings or counter readings). Like colonial readings, they can serve as assertions of power within their limited framework.

-Brief excursus on method

Deconstructionists posited that the range of possible meanings of texts was unlimited, given the range of possible contexts in which to read them. Reader-response critics followed by observing the ways those texts are read in different settings. As a descriptive tool, reader-response criticism that identifies different interpretations in different interpretive communities can be helpful, laying new questions and interpretive options on the table for consideration.91

But in a more radical form, reader-response criticism locates meaning in the heads of interpretive communities. Interpretation thus becomes a political act, prescribing meaning for communities; its success rests not with correspondence to implied communicators’ interests, but with interpreters’ social or political power. Most communication and aesthetic literary artifice thus deconstruct into propaganda to achieve the interpreter’s ends; critical readers now become those who resist implied authors’ persuasive strategies and instead manipulate texts for the readers’ own goals. When reader-response criticism moves from its descriptive role to a prescriptive one, it ranks some meanings as more authoritative than others, except that the new authority lies in the interpreter, the head of the interpretive community, or the socially constructed values or politics favored by the interpreter.

The descriptive approach is valuable by bringing all voices to the table; the prescriptive approach, however, raises questions for those who seek to hear the text as God’s word. If we have the Spirit, do we really need to control politically the reading of texts in God’s community, the church, where the least should be the greatest? Is it the voice of the most powerful interpreters or the divine Author’s voice for which we relentlessly pursue the canonical texts? We recognize (descriptively) the reality of social power dynamics in influencing interpretation, a reality that confronts us on both popular and academic levels. But we resist these not by establishing our own following but by seeking to hear the biblical texts in ways faithful to its first contexts that also challenge us afresh in our own, and helping others to do so.92
Avoid new ethnocentrism

Listening to other voices is crucial; making any particular set of voices normative, however, can bring us back to the ethnocentric approach with which we began. Proponents can end up imposing their group’s ideology uniformly on texts and calling this ideological lens a method. One danger, regardless of how commendable one’s ideology might be, is that one simply rearticulates the same ideology in multiple ways, rather than being challenged by new insights from the text that stand outside one’s range of vision.

Popular readers have often made a study Bible’s notes the norm. Some readers today make patristic interpreters the norm through which we must read Scripture. Some feminist or liberationist interpreters make their hermeneutical grids the norm for responsible interpretation, sometimes challenging other liberationist readings as deficient in a particular version of liberationism. Some make majority world voices the norm, although in most cases westerners are listening only to the voices of a published, educated minority within the majority world rather than voices from the grassroots. In many cases academicians listen only to fellow academicians, and often of those of the same basic theological persuasions, whatever their cultures.

Whenever new voices are made the transcultural norm, we weaken our case against Eurocentric interpreters continuing to assume, as they often have, that their own perspective is the norm. If any group constitutes the new dominant norm for all, we have returned to ethnocentrism, nationalism, racism, sexism and the like.

It should nevertheless be pointed out that most contemporary voices—say, African theology, or Latino/a theology—do not seek to make their own voice the transcultural norm, but only to have a place at the table. Western readings have been so long privileged that western readers who really want to hear other voices now have an obligation to wear hearing aids or to provide non-western voices with superior sound systems. Providing safe space and a better hearing for non-dominant voices is needed to transcend the blinders of the dominant culture.

Each culture has contributions to make as well as some blind spots; dominant cultures tend to be blinder because they alone have had freedom to function without attention to other voices. The point is that our ultimate goal is not any single group’s hegemony, but conversation, engaged in the loving and humble spirit of Christ.
Part II: Examples where majority world interpreters bring us closer to the text

In principle, many of us are willing to learn from believers in a range of cultures. But what happens when their input challenges centuries-old assumptions in our own cultures? We are not obligated to abandon our assumptions uncritically, but often believers from other cultures can help us in the areas where our assumptions reflect cultural blind spots.

Here I summarize two sample areas where believers in many parts of the world may help the western church and western seminaries challenge traditional modern western materialism: the issues of spirits and miracles. Not everything that all believers say in these contexts is compatible with biblical revelation, but much of it poses a potent challenge to the typical western academic dismissal of these notions.

1. Case Study I: Spirits

Missionary anthropologist Paul Hiebert notes that Christians in India addressed a cultural blind spot that he carried: his scientific training stressed a naturalistic, empirical approach; his theological training emphasized theistic explanations. But he had lacked a functional category for superhuman activity other than that of the supreme God, despite its prevalence in parts of Scripture as well as many cultures’ belief in it. In recent centuries, western thought had left no intermediate category between God and the natural world, but in his dialogue with Indian Christians he came to believe that such a sphere existed.

There are dangers of seeing spirits more pervasively than Scripture warrants; it should be noted that cultures that believe in possession by a spirit are more likely to generate more cases of the phenomenon so interpreted. Still, one suspects that most Western Christians probably recognize spiritual realities far less than Scripture suggests.

-Global experiences

John Pilch suggests that 90 percent of the world today accepts both “ordinary reality and non-ordinary reality,” the latter including God and spirits. Further, anthropologist Erika Bourguignon points out that belief in spirit possession is widespread in varied cultures around the world, “as any reader of ethnographies knows.” Already four decades ago she could attest spirit possession beliefs in nearly three-quarters of representative societies studied; some subsequent studies
speak of altered states of consciousness in some 90 percent of societies. Diverse cultures offer an array of different interpretive matrixes for these experiences, although their experiences often do produce some similar beliefs even in very different societies.

Many early twentieth-century Presbyterian missionaries to Korea learned in seminary that spirits were not real, but most came to believe otherwise in the context of ministry alongside local Korean believers. A generation ago noted western missiologist Stephen Neill warned that it was next to impossible to convince most majority world Christians “that evil spirits do not exist.” More recently, Peruvian missiologist Samuel Escobar reports a conversation with an indigenous teacher from the Peruvian jungle. When local people noticed demons in the western linguist’s translation of Mark, the western linguist explained that such spirits were only for the first century. While the local teacher respected the linguist, however, he insisted that their local environment matched better what they found in Mark’s Gospel: “we know that there really are demons and spirits; they’re around here.”

African scholar John S. Mbiti dismisses the ignorance of westerners who deny spirits and witchcraft, which are local realities. Africans often report encounters with spirits as genuine experiences. A Ghanaian physician trained in the west, for example, found his arm paralyzed by electricity for a few hours after touching a patient who had been to “fetish priests.” Power encounters have often sparked church growth; thus tens of thousands of followers of traditional religions became Christians after early twentieth-century African figures such as Garrick Sokari Braide or William Wadé Harris contested the older spiritual powers. Such power encounters are widely reported in the spread of Christianity elsewhere, such as in Haiti, India and the Philippines. In many cases such power encounters have even led to priests of traditional religions becoming Christians.

Not surprisingly, such experiences influence how believers approach what they view as analogous accounts in the biblical text. In one African theological journal a Tanzanian Lutheran writer notes, “the phenomenon of demon possession is a hard reality with which a good number of East African Christians struggle daily.” In contrast to westerners, East Africans thus hear “the biblical accounts … not as myths, but as objective accounts of actual experiences.”

Paul Stoller, an anthropologist working among Songhay Muslims, was warned that he would face an attack of sorcery; that night he felt pressed down by a suffocating weight and heard threatening creatures on his roof. The affliction stopped only when he recalled the locally prescribed cure (reciting some Qur’anic
verses). This experience changed his perspective; indigenous understandings rather than his anthropological training enabled him to cope with the local reality.\textsuperscript{117} Publication of his experience initially stirred controversy and disdain from some peers, though it eventually led to accolades.\textsuperscript{118}

Likewise, Solon Kimball, a noted anthropologist,\textsuperscript{119} notes his own completely unexpected experience of encountering an apparition during his fieldwork in Ireland.\textsuperscript{120} He learned only afterward that many local people had encountered the same figure.\textsuperscript{121} Anthropologist Edith Turner confesses that “anthropology marveled briefly at Solon Kimball’s ghost story,” but then neglected its implications until other such stories began to be published.\textsuperscript{122} Turner herself became a believer in genuine spirits in 1985 when she witnessed what she calls “spirit substance” ejected from a patient during a Zambian spirit ritual.\textsuperscript{123} From a pro-shamanist perspective, she now rejects her former dismissal of spirits as cultural imperialism.\textsuperscript{124} She complains that some academics “believe that trained anthropologists … understand aspects of a culture” better than people from that culture.\textsuperscript{125}

Anthropologists today often try to study experiences with alleged spirits from societies’ indigenous perspectives, rather than imposing a western interpretive grid on them.\textsuperscript{126} In contrast to theologians and parapsychologists, most anthropologists seek to study not spiritual phenomena but indigenous beliefs about spirits.\textsuperscript{127} Thus one study offers as a working definition of spirit possession “\textit{any altered state of consciousness indigenously interpreted in terms of the influence of an alien spirit.”}\textsuperscript{128} More recent studies work harder than most of their predecessors to take into account the indigenous frame of reference;\textsuperscript{129} while traditional western categories, often from a medical perspective, make cross-cultural comparison easier, more contextualized and phenomenological approaches prove more epistemologically open.\textsuperscript{130}

Yet the approaches of anthropologists, psychiatrists, psychologists, and indigenous interpreters often vary considerably from one another.\textsuperscript{131} Even in the west, there is no unanimity regarding the meaning of possession experiences. Thus, for example, anthropologists have criticized psychologists and psychiatrists for ethnocentric understandings of altered states of consciousness, whereas others have criticized anthropologists’ limited competence in psychological and psychiatric matters.\textsuperscript{132} Although reports from a range of sources provide valuable data, interpreting the data is often a matter of worldview. In many cases, indigenous approaches prove closer to the deliverance narratives of the Gospels than do western materialist interpretations.\textsuperscript{133}
Witchcraft

Despite frequent abuses and exaggerations, some people in many African societies do seek to practice malevolent sorcery, as is inevitable in cultures that believe in sorcery. Whatever the actual degree of efficacy, practitioners themselves, and often most of the culture, believes in their efficacy. Despite the stigma in many places, some confessions of murder by sorcery appear in various societies. One western lecturer, after having denied the existence of witches, was corrected by an African student who noted that he was a witch and believed that he had an effective record of killing people through witchcraft. Many others believe that witchcraft in their context kills. Voodoo deaths, associated with spirits, are a real phenomenon, though western observers, usually seeking psychological rather than spiritual explanations, typically associate them with terror.

Western missionaries from desupernaturalized Europe, which had declared belief in witchcraft heretical because of its own earlier excesses, often taught ideas unworkable for an African context. Local people often mistrusted traditional missionaries for ignoring sorcery. Indeed, witchcraft beliefs fulfill roles within societies that if unaddressed by newer religious cultures can persist and grow.

Although harmful use of spiritual power may take different forms in different contexts, not all of which actually exercise the same degree of power, improper local accusations and responses to accusations may lead westerners to too readily dismiss all indigenous beliefs about witchcraft. Negative spiritual power and sometimes power encounters with its practitioners appears in a number of biblical texts (including Exod 7:10–12; Acts 8:9–13; 13:8–12; 19:11–20; 2 Thess 2:9; Rev 13:13); the early centuries of Christianity include often still more elaborate stories of power encounters. My own views on the subject were forced to shift after an unexpected and worldview-shattering experience of power related to African traditional religions in December of 2008.

2. Case Study II: Miracles

Some western Christians made invaluable contributions to the world’s improvement during the early English Enlightenment, especially through experimental science. Nevertheless, strands of the radical Enlightenment created false dichotomies that remain with the west to this day.

Many westerners doubt the possibility of miracles, an issue of no little importance for biblical studies, where, for example, some 30 percent of our earliest Gospel involves miracles and exorcisms. An influential essay of David
Hume that most philosophers today regard as circularly argued heavily shaped this skepticism toward miracles.\textsuperscript{148} The most relevant point for the present essay is that one of Hume's key arguments is explicitly ethnocentric, rejecting all testimony from nonwhites and non-western cultures, which Hume dismissed as "ignorant and barbarous."\textsuperscript{149} Hume's racism is well documented, and it plays a significant role in his argument against miracles.\textsuperscript{150} (His ethnocentrism included anti-Semitism, thus prejudice against ancient Jewish civilization.)\textsuperscript{151}

Yet medical anthropology now rejects "medicocentrism," the ethnocentric view that only current western views of sickness and healing are authentic and that disputes the many claims to cures outside western views.\textsuperscript{152} Medical anthropology is a burgeoning field that has generated vast scholarship.\textsuperscript{153} It also offers promise for biblical scholars; medical anthropology, John Pilch argues, "could help the exegete to adopt a transcultural stance"\textsuperscript{154} when addressing healing claims in the NT.

\textit{Widespread experiences}

Social scientists have noted that, despite a variety of interpretations, "people from all cultures relate stories of spontaneous, miraculous cures," based on experiences that they have had.\textsuperscript{155} In addition to differing in their paradigms involving paranormal phenomena, many other cultures are in general more holistic, expecting spiritual beliefs to impinge on physical needs in ways that western culture has often found uncomfortable.\textsuperscript{156}

Results from a recent Pew survey of Pentecostals and charismatics suggest that even in just the ten countries surveyed, some two hundred million Pentecostals and charismatics claim to have witnessed divine healing.\textsuperscript{157} However we construe many of these experiences, the number is certainly too high to accommodate Hume's default claim of no reliable witnesses as a starting point for discussion. Although a large proportion of mainline Christians in the majority world fit the broad western definition of charismatic,\textsuperscript{158} such beliefs and practices are not limited to Pentecostals and charismatics. In the same Pew survey, more than one-third of Christians worldwide who do not identify themselves as Pentecostal or charismatic claim to not simply believe in healing but to have "witnessed divine healings."\textsuperscript{159}

Western scholar of global Christianity Philip Jenkins notes that in general Christianity in the Global South is quite interested in "the immediate workings of the supernatural, through prophecy, visions, ecstatic utterances, and healing."\textsuperscript{160} Historian Mark Noll observes that western Christians working in the majority world "consistently report that most Christian experience reflects a much stronger supernatural awareness than is characteristic of even charismatic and Pentecostal circles in the west."\textsuperscript{161}
The above observations have some relevance for how we approach biblical narratives involving healings. Not surprisingly, readings of Scripture in the Global South often contrast starkly with modern western critics’ readings. Thus a western writer with experience in Africa suggests that African culture offers better foundations for understanding biblical texts addressing such issues.

Most Christians in the majority world, less shaped by the modern western tradition of the radical Enlightenment, find stories of miraculous phenomena far less objectionable than do their western counterparts. These other cultures offer a check on traditional western assumptions; as Lamin Sanneh, professor of missions and history at Yale Divinity School, points out, it is here that western culture “can encounter … the gospel as it is being embraced by societies that had not been shaped by the Enlightenment,” and are thus closer to the milieu of earliest Christianity.

Western missionaries to one region in Africa who merely left behind Gospels reportedly returned to find a flourishing church with NT-like miracles happening daily, “because there had been no missionaries to teach that such things were not to be taken literally.” An indigenous reading of Scripture often noticed patterns there “that the missionaries did not want [local believers] to see.”

Thus, for example, one anthropologist recounts the experience of a fellow anthropologist named Jacob Loewen, who was doing Bible translation among the Choco people in Panama. The wife of his host, Aureliano, was dying, and medicine was unavailable. While Loewen had translated the promise of healing in James 5:14–15, he felt that he lacked faith to pray. Nevertheless, reading this passage, the local believers prayed with him for her healing, and she rallied slightly. By the next morning, however, she was dying again, so the local believers anointed her with oil, without inviting Loewen, and this time she rose from the bed completely well. When Aureliano declared happily that God’s Spirit had chased away the fever spirits, Loewen observed that they had not invited him and his western colleague to pray this time. Aureliano apologized but noted, “It doesn’t work when you and David are in the circle. You and David don’t really believe.” Loewen was a devoted Christian, yet found “himself unable to transcend the secular assumptions and understandings of his particular birth society.”

As Justo González remarks in his commentary on Acts, the frequent denial of narratives’ historicity because of their miracle reports employs a questionable epistemological criterion. Bultmann denied that modern people who
use scientific inventions could believe in miracles, yet “what Bultmann declares to be impossible is not just possible, but even frequent.” Miracles are, González points out, affirmed in most Latino churches, despite the influence of the mechanistic worldview from much western thought. Cuban Lutheran bishop Ismael Laborde Figueras notes that it is hard to find Latin American Christians who do not believe in miracles.

Cross-cultural studies suggest that socialization rather than exposure to science accounts for most of the skepticism in some circles. African psychologist Regina Eya warns that all claims to extranormal healing are dismissed by many western scholars, the credible along with the spurious, because of the inappropriate application of traditional western scientific paradigms to matters for which they were not designed.

Some Asian theologians have likewise complained that the approach of Bultmann’s school is irrelevant to Asian realities. The recent Methodist bishop of Malaysia, Hwa Yung, notes that Asian worldviews affirm miracles, angels, and hostile spirits. It is actually the western, mechanistic, naturalistic Enlightenment worldview that is culturally and historically idiosyncratic.

Conclusion

Western interpreters have often accumulated historical insights helpful for reading Scripture, insights that, when properly evaluated and applied, should become property of the whole global church. Likewise, some cases where most western interpreters may learn from many majority world believers include the latter’s more common experiences with spirits, miracles, poverty, injustice, and so forth. The relative strengths and weaknesses of different parts of the global church will shift over time as we grow together, so long as we are all humble enough to learn from one another.

Because of our cultural blind spots, we all need one another’s help to hear Scripture fully. This is work for the entire global body of Christ, each bringing the contributions we are currently best equipped to contribute while also learning from others. The long-term hegemony of western interpreters often yields less humility, and thus greater blind spots, but all of us may learn from one another. This is the best way to forestall future hegemonies of different kinds.

We cannot understand the message of the inspired authors apart from the social and linguistic contexts in which they communicated; the message came to us already concretely enculturated. Neither can we fully engage or communicate their message, however, without grasping how it can engage us in our various
cultures today. Scripture’s principles will be illustrated and reapplied in diverse ways in different cultures who hear and enculturate its message afresh.
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